Who decides about what?
This is a card game [for cards see following pages]. The purpose
is to explore the different types of organisations involved in
determining our lives, locally to globally. It can be used to support
a ‘most likely to’ matching exercise but very soon young people will
realise the complexity of the web. It can be developed to ask ‘who
is accountable to whom?’. It can be made simpler by taking three
or four decisions and looking at them in detail.

Who is managing ou

r lives?

A number of possible approaches are
suggested below.

Activities
 Sorting activities

Before attempting the matching activity it may
be useful to try out a number of sorting activities
using each set of cards. The aim of these
activities would be to encourage students to think
about the nature of the activity or organisation
and to group it with others of a comparable
nature.
For example, either set of cards could be grouped
according to scale [eg local, national etc]. A
grid, as shown opposite, could support a more
sophisticated grouping activity.
Action cards could also be sorted by decisionmaking process, eg will the action need a one-off
decision or a regular review?
A sliding scale for example, illustrating different
types of process, could support a more in-depth
discussion about decision-making processes.
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 Ranking activities
 Matching activity

Students to match action cards with a 'most likely
to' decision-maker. Some of the decision-maker
cards will match to more than one action. Some
action cards will require several decision-makers
to match with.

Students could choose nine action cards that,
for example, their local council or National
Government could have some responsibility for.
They could then rank these actions according to:
- number of people affected
by a decision [most at the
top]
- financial implications
[high budget
decisions at the top]
- issue/urgency [issue
that might be of
highest concern at
the top].
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